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ABSTRACT
M O TIO N  PLANNING OF A M ECHANICAL SNAKE USING
NEURAL N ETW O R K S
Barış Fidan
M.S. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering 
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. M. Erol Sezer 
July 1998
In this thesis, an optimal strategy is developed to get a mechanical snake (a 
robot composed of a sequence of articulated lirdcs), which is located arbitrar­
ily in an enclosed region, out of the region through a specified exit without 
violating certain constraints. This task is done in two stages: Finding an op­
timal path that can be tracked, and tracking the optimal path found. Ecich 
stage is implemented by a neural network. Neural network of the second stage 
is constructed by direct evaluation of the weights after designing an efficient 
structure. Two independent neural networks are designed to implement the 
first stage, one trained to implement an algorithm we have derived to gen­
erate minimal paths and the other ti'ciined using multi-stage neural network 
approach. For the second design, the intuitive multi-stage neurcil network back 
propagation approach in the literature is formalized.
Keywords : Mechanical snake, articulated robot arm, motion planning, path 
planning, minimal path, back propagation, neural network, multi-stage neural 
network.
m
ÖZET
m e k a n i k  b i r  YILANIN DEVİNİMİNİN YAPAY SINIR 
AĞ LAR I İLE TASARLANM ASI
Barış Fidan
Elektrik ve Elektronik Mühendisliği Bölümü Yüksek Lisans 
Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. M. Erol Sezer 
Temmuz 1998
Bu tezde, kapalı bir alanın içine gelişigüzel yerleştirilen bir mekanik yılanın 
(eklemlerle birleştirilmiş bir dizi milden oluşan robot), bazı sınırlamaları boz­
madan, bu alanın belirlenmiş bir çıkışından dışarı çıkarılmasını sağlayacak 
bir eniyi yöntem geliştirilmiştir. Bu yöntem iki evreden oluşmaktcidır; 
izlenebilecek eniyi yolun bulunması ve bulununan eniyi yolun izlenmesi. Bu 
evrelerin her biri bir yapay sinir ağı tarafından yürütülmektedir, ikinci 
evreyi yürüten yapay sinir ağı etkili bir yapının tasarlanmasından sonra, bu 
yapı içindeki ağırlıkların değerlerinin doğrudan bulunması ile oluşturulmuştur. 
Birinci evreyi yürütmek için birbirinden bağımsız iki yapay sinir ağı tasar­
lanmıştır. Bunların ilki en kısa yolları üretmek için geliştirdiğimiz bir algorit­
mayı yerine getirmek üzere eğitilmiştir. İkincinin eğitiminde i.se çok evreli sinir 
ağları yaklaşımı kullanılmıştır, ikinci tasarı için, literatürde sezgisel olarak yer 
alan çok evreli sinir ağlarında geriyayılım yaklaşımı netleştirilmiştir.
Anahtar Kelimeler : Mekanik yılan, eklemli robot kolu, devinim tasarımı, yol 
tascirımı, en kısa yol, geriyayılım, yapay sinir ağı, çok evreli sinir ağı.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
In robotics, the uttermost aim is to construct a physical device to simulate 
aspects of human behavior involving interaction with the world, such as ma­
nipulation or locomotion. To make a robot useful, an efficient conti'ol unit 
is required to control the robot’s motions and the forces to be applied to the 
environment. Since the aim is to simulate human behavior, it seems feasible to 
construct emulators of the control units of humans as efficient robotic control 
units.
This idea directed the researchers towards the neural structures in living or­
ganisms and motivated them to study construction of artificial neural networks, 
networks with structures similar to those in humans containing processor units 
which mimic biological neurons. Usage of artificial neural networks in robotics 
and control has been popular for four decades. Because of their ability to solve 
highly nonlinear problems, neural networks have been used not only in robotics 
and control but also in many other areas such as optimization, signal process­
ing, computer .systems, statistical physics and communication [1, 2, 3, 4, .5].
Design of a useful neural network can be realized in two stages; choosing a 
suitable network structure and adjustment of the parameters, called weights, 
in this structure. In general, the weights can not be selected directly to fulfill 
an arbitrary task. In such a case, weights are adjusted by means of a training
process. In the training process, the neural network is stimulated by the envi­
ronment and the weights of the network are updated according to the result of 
the stimulation repetitively till the desired performance is obtained.
Most of the training techniques in the literature are gradient descent based. 
The basic technique used in this thesis is also a popular gradient descent based 
technique, Back Propagation. In basic Back Propagation algorithm, a set of 
input-desired output pairs is needed to train the neural network. However, for 
many tasks, such a set is not available. Such ci case is the problem of driving a 
discrete-time plant from an initial state Zq to a desired state Zd in an unknown 
number of steps.
In this general |)roblem, the only information in hand to train the controller 
is the desired outputs for the hist steps. Desired outputs for the intermediate 
steps and number of steps to reach the desired final state are not available for 
any of the initial states in the training set. Using a multi-stage structure is 
beneficial in this case.
A multi-stage neural network is an integrated neural network composed of 
a number of cascaded neural networks. In [6] and [7], Nguyen and Widrow use 
a /i-stage neural network to represent a A^-step process to solve the problem 
above and train a controller which backs a trailer truck to a loading dock using 
this approach. However, the equivalent errors in the method are not well- 
defined and explicit formulation of the back propagation through A'-stages is 
not given. In this work, we will introduce a similar approach to apply Back 
Propagation in multi-stage neural networks with identical stages and formulate 
the approach.
The neural networks designed in this work are used for motion planning 
of a mechanical snake, a robot with a structure and a motion pattern similar 
to those of a snake. A mechanical snake will be useful in situations where it 
is necesaary to crawl into places which are too dangerous or too narrow for 
people to enter, such as disaster areas and nuclear power plants with narrow 
vessels.
Efficiency of the motion for a mechanical snake is important, as it is for 
any mobile robot in general. Generating collision-free motion of satisfactory
quality is one of the main areas of interest in robotics [8]. For the case of the 
mechanical snake, our aim is to generate smooth minimal paths, which can 
be tracked unobtrusively, to exit an enclosed area, and to track the generated 
paths efficiently.
The thesis is organized as follows: Basics of neural networks and applica­
tions of neural networks in robotics and control are reviewed and multistage 
neural networks are introduced in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3, structure of the mechanical snake is determined, and the 
problem of exiting from the enclosed area is defined. Later, a structure for the 
complete controller is determined and the neural network for the path tracking 
task is designed directly.
In Chapter 4, an algorithm to generate minimal paths with maximum cur- 
vatui’es in the right half plane is derived, and this algorithm is converted to a 
neural network controller which generates minimal paths.
In Chapter 5, our approach to apply Back Propagation in multi-stage neural 
networks with identical stages is introduced, and this approach is used to solve 
the path generation problem.
In Chapter 6, concluding remarks are given.
Chapter 2
NEURAL NETWORKS IN 
ROBOTICS AND CONTROL
2.1 Multilayer Neural Networks
In many areas of research, cin artificial neural network refers to a structure 
designed to implement or approxinicite an arbiti'ciry function o =  6 '(x), mim­
icking the neural structures in living creatures. This structure is composed of 
basic multi-input-single-output units called neurons. In the most general model 
for an ??.-input neuron, weighted summation of n inputs is biased and passed 
through an activation function <p(.). The output for the neuron in Figure 2.1 
is given by:
= (p (^  lOil/i + lUb) 
i=l
(2.1)
A multilayer neurcil network is a regular network in which the neurons are 
collected in a number of layers and the connections are settled between these 
layers. The layer which is closest to the output and which has outputs as
Figure 2.1: An ?r-input neuron.
the outputs of the neural network is called the output layer. Other hiyers are 
called hidden layers. The multilayer neural networks used in this thesis are 2- 
layer and 3-layer neural networks. A:-input-?7i-output 2-layer and 3-lciyer neural 
networks are pictured in Figure 2.2.
2.2 Training and Back Propagation
Design of a useful neural network can be realized in two stages. In the first 
stage, a suitable network structure is chosen, and in the second, the weights in 
the structure are adjusted so that the outputs are close enough to the desired 
values.
In general, direct selection of the weights to fulfil an arbitrary task is not 
feasible. In such cases, random initial values are assigned to the weights, and 
adjustment of the weights is done by means of a process of stimulation by the 
environment in which the neural network is embedded, which is Ccilled training.
Training processes can be divided into two groups as supervised training and 
unsupervised training. In supervised training, weights are adjusted according 
to the error measured as the distance between the actual output o and the 
desired output d. In unsupervised training, the desired outputs are not known, 
and learning must be accomplished based on observations of responses to inputs 
about which we have marginal or no knowledge [9, page 57]. In this thesis, we
(a)A A:-input-?7г-output 2-layer neural network
(b)A A;-input-?n-output 3-layer neural network
Figure 2.2: Multilayer neural networks used in the thesis.
have used supervised training processes. The distance used in these processes 
is the Euclidean distance, and the error i'unction E lor a desired output - ¿ictual 
output pair d - o is defined as:
E \  l|d-o| (2.2)
One of the mostly used supervised training techniques is Back Propagation. 
Back Propagation is a gradient descent based algorithm, in which the weights 
are changed in the opposite direction of the gradient of the error function in 
the weight space. In the basic Back Propagation, the update for an arbitrary 
weight w in the neural network at step n of training process is given by
Aw{n) =  —7]
dE{n)
dio
(2..3)
where 77 is a positive constant to be determined by the designer called the learn­
ing constant. In the thesis, we have used Back Propagation with Momentum, 
in which the update in the previous step is used to speed up the convergence 
of the weights;
.  .  ^ dE{n)Atu{n) = —7]——---- 1- aAw[n — 1)
ow
(2.4)
where 0 < a < 1 is the momentum constant to be determined. The explicit 
equations of Back Propagation with Momentum for the neural networks in 
Figure 2.2 are given in Appendix A.
In a training process using Back Propagation, firstly, a training set of inputs 
is determined and desired outputs for these outputs are computed. Secondly, 
initial weights of the neural network and parameters of the Back Propagation 
Algorithm are set. Initial weights are generally selected as random numbers. 
Then, Back Propagation is applied for each element in the training set. One run 
is called an epoch. After each epoch, the average error for the set is computed. 
The algorithm is run for a sufficient number of epoches, till the average error 
falls below a predefined value e.
2.3 Applications of Neural Networks in Robotics 
and Control
In robotics and control problems, the final ciirn is generally to implement a 
highly nonlinear task using linear devices and devices with nonlinearities of 
certain types. Since dealing with such highly nonlinear problems directly is 
too difficult and time consuming, different techniques of approximation are 
deyeloped to simplify these problems.
Until the last four decades, the usual attempt to such a nonlinear problem 
had been to determine some critical operating points, to linearize the equations 
of the problem around these points and to use the known linecir system tech­
niques. Since this attempt may not always be feasible or may be too costly, 
different approaches are needed.
Based on this need, researchers tried to adapt the perfect control structures 
and learning strategies of animals and humans to highly nonlinear systems, 
and usage of neural networks in control and robotics became populai· in recent 
decades[2, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13].
In the literature of the last three decades, many examples of applications of 
neural networks in function approximation, optimization, system identification, 
adaptive control, associative memory design, pattern classification, pattern 
recognition, sensor-based robotics, kinematic control of robots, path planning, 
.sensing-motion coordination can be seen[2, 4, .5, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17].
2.4 Multi-stage Neural Networks
A multi-stage neural network is a large neural network composed of a number 
of cascaded neural networks. Such a structure is useful if the task of the neural 
network to be designed can be partitioned into separate simpler subtasks. In 
such a case, complementary neural networks are designed for these subtasks 
and are combined as a single network [18, 19].
The multi-stage structure is also beneficial for control problems in which 
the controller has to drive the plant lor a number steps to achieve the task, and 
only the desired output for the final step is available. In [6] and [7], Nguyen 
and Widrow show how the multi-stage structure can be used for controlling 
nonlinear dynamic systems, and apply this approach to the Truck Backer- 
Upper Problem.
A finite-dimensional discrete-time controller can be represented as in Fig­
ure 2.3. Here Za, and Zk+i denote the current and next states of the plant 
respectively, and Ufc is the control signal given to the plant by the controller. 
Plant and controller equations for this scheme are as follows:
Za,+1 =  Z?(Zfc,UA;)
UA: =  C{Zk)
(2.5)
(2.6)
'k+1
Figure 2.3: A finite-dimensional discrete-time system with a controller.
A common problem for such a scheme is to drive the plant from an initial 
state Zo to a desired state Zd in an unknown number of steps. In the Truck 
Backer-Upper example, the aim is to design a controller to back a trailer truck 
to a loading dock by only backing (i.e., going forward is not allowed) starting at 
an arbitrary initial position. The speed of the truck is assumed to be constant, 
and only the instantaneous steering angles of the truck determine the backing- 
path. If we discretize the problem, that is if the truck is moved for a number of 
constant-angle steps, the discrete-time controller is required to give a sequence 
of steering signals during the process. For this problem, Za· and z^+i denote the
9
Figure 2.4: A'-stage neural network representation of a A'-step process.
position and the head direction of the truck-trailer in the current and the next 
step, Uk is the steering signal given by the controller, and Zj is the position 
vector of the parking dock augmented with a possible direction parameter 
denoting that the rear of the trailer is parallel to the dock.
In the multi-stage approach to design a neural network controller for this 
problem, the plant block can be approximated by an emulator neural network 
N No, and if we denote the neural network controller by N No, a A^-step process 
can be represented by a A"-stage neural network composed of K  cascaded 
identical N Nc-NNo pairs as in Figure 2.4.
Here, the actual ciim is to adjust the weights of the controller neural net­
work. The plant-emulator neural network is designed only to have a structure 
and an expression for the plant which can be easily used for training the con­
troller. Instead of a neural network, any smooth function D{.) emulating the 
plant can be used. A method to design an emulator neural network is given in 
[6].
For an initial point Zq in the training set, the system is run till a stopping 
event occurs. Assuming that the number of steps of the process is K,  the final 
error E = \ ||zd —Za'II^  (z  ^ is the pre-determined desired output for Zq) can be 
back propagated through the plant emulator to find an equivalent error for the 
controller in the A t^h stage. This equivalent error can be used to apply Back 
Propagation to the controller neural network in the A^ th stage. The equivalent 
error can be back-propagated through all stages similarly to apply the Back 
Propagation Algorithm in all K  stages, and weight updates for each stage can 
be determined. Weight update for one run can be found as the sum of the 
individual weight updates for the K  stages.
This method is proposed by Nguyen and Widrow in [6], but the equivalent
10
error in the method is not well-defined and there is no explicit formulation of 
the back-propagation through K-stages. In Chapter 5, we will describe and 
formulate a slightly different approach to aj^ply Back Propagation in multi­
stage neural networks with identical stctges.
11
Chapter 3
MOTION PLANNING OF A 
MECHANICAL SNAKE
3.1 Introduction
In robotic designs, designers are generally inspired by an animal that hiis the 
characteristics which are required to exist on the device to be designed. Snake, 
with its quick and calm motion ability in cluttered or tight areas, is such an 
animal. We will call a robot with a structure and a motion pattern similar to 
those of a snake a mechanical snake.
Such a robot will be useful when it is necessary to crawl into places which 
are too dangerous or too narrow for people to enter. Nuclear power plants 
with narrow vessels, disaster areas, military surveillance tasks are examples for 
these situations [20].
The bcisic design of a mechanical snake can be done in two steps, design of 
its structure and design of its motion pattern. There are various studies on the 
design of flexible-articulated structures. These structures are designed either 
to obtain a more efficient robot arm [21] or to realize the idea of producing
12
snake-like mobile robots [22, 20].
Motion jDatterns of biological snakes can be divided into four groups as 
lateral undulation, rectilinear locomotion, sidewinding, cind concertina motion. 
In lateral undulation, the snake undulates laterally b}^  bending the forward 
part of its body to establish a wavelike muscular contraction traveling down the 
snake’s trunk. The wavelike contractions cause the snake’s body to exert lateral 
forces on irregularities on the path, such as small elevations and depressions, 
pebbles, etc. The snake in effect pushes itself off from such points to go forward. 
During the motion, the snake sets its body in patterns of loops according to 
the irregularities, with the outside of each loop forming a contact point, and 
these patterns constitute the S-shaped path to be followed.
Rectilinear locomotion involves the application of force somewhat down­
ward instead of laterally. In this motion pattern, the snake fixes several series 
of scutes and moves the skin between them in each step. As the snake’s body 
moves forward the skin is stretched, pulling the forward scutes of each series 
out of contact with the ground, while additional scutes are continuously pulled 
U23 to the rear edge of the series.
In sidewinding, the snake achieves strong contact b}^  moving so that its body 
lies almost at right angles to the direction of its travel. Track of a sidewinding 
snake is a series of straight parallel line segments, each of which is inclined 
about 60° to the direction of motion, with length nearly the same as the length 
of the snake. The snake starts to move forward by lifting its front quarter off 
the ground. Later, the head arches downward as the lifted part remains off the 
ground; in making the first contact, the neck bends at the next track of the 
sequence. Successive sections of the remaining part of the snake follow along 
the new track which is parallel to the preceding one.
In concertina motion, the snake draws itself into an S-shaped curve and sets 
the curved portion of its body in static contact with the ground. Movement 
begins when the front part of the snake is extended by forces transmitted 
to the ground in the zone which remains in stationary contact. After the 
front part moves forward a short distance, it stojDs. After establishing a new 
zone of stationary contact in this new position, the rear end of the snake is 
pulled forward. In this motion pattern, the necessary force is produced by only
13
contcicting to the ground. Irregularities to exert force hiterall}  ^are not needed as 
in the case of lateral undulation. Detailed explaiuitions of the motion patterns 
of biological snakes are given in [23].
Although lateral undulation is the most common one for snakes, concertina 
motion seems to be the most suitable method of motion to emulate. The last 
property of concertina motion makes the mechanical implementation of this 
motion pattern easier. This fact and its suitability for progressing in narrow 
areas make the concertina motion appropriate to be mimicked mechanically, 
and we will try to mimic this motion pattern, like [20]. The mechanical snake 
will proceed by fixing .some of its links and drawing S-shapes with free link 
sequences or straightening them successively.
The structure and motion pattern of the mechanical snake that we will 
work on will be very similar to those in [20]. The mechanical snake designed 
by Shan and Koren in [20] is composed of seven links which are connected by 
active joints allowing motion on a horizontal plane. Control of the joint angles 
between arms are done by DC motors, and linear solenoids with sharp tip pins 
are used to provide static points with the surface.
3.2 Definition of the Problem
In our work, we will deal with a similar structure except that our structure is 
composed of eight links of the same length and for each link, a link-solenoid is 
assumed to be able to fix the entire link to the surface. The last assumption can 
be realized by using a solenoid pair for each link. For motion planning purposes, 
the structure can be simplified as in Figure 3.1. Each segment is represented 
by a line segment of length L. Joints and segments are ordered beginning from 
the head so that Joint 0 is the head joint. Joint 8 is the tail joint. Segment 1 
is the head segment and Segment 8 is the tail .segment. Joint i is denoted bj' 
Ji for i =  0,1, ...,8. Let us denote the ray Ji-iJi hy Li for ?’ =  1, ...,8. .Joint 
angles 0o,...i07 are defined as follows: Oq is the directional counterclockwise 
(CCW) angle from ,T-axis to Li and 0{ is the directional (CCW) angle from Li 
to Ti+i for i = 1,2, ...,7. Similar to that in [20], ¿¿(e {O5 I}) will denote the
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state of the solenoid of Segment i for i — where 0 denotes that the
segment is free and 1 denotes that it is fixed by its solenoid.
Js
(Tail)
Figure 3.1: Simplified structure of the mechanical .snake.
To avoid possible needs to apply large amounts of torque to swing big 
portions of the mechanical snake and to avoid a jack-knifed situation, in which 
the snake is bent over an intermediate joint and motion control is very difficult, 
absolute values of the interior joint angles O2, ..., Oq cire limited to 60° with a 
tolerance of 5%.
Based on the structure and the angle-constraint given above, the basic 
linear motion pattern is as follows:
Step h h Ox (^ 25^ 3 0, o ,A 67
1 0 0 1 1 0° 0° 0° 0° 0°
2 1 1 0 0 0° 0° -60° 60° -60°
3 1 0 0 1 -60° 60° -60° 0° 0°
Table 3.1; Segment solenoids and joint angles during a linear motion cycle.
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Head
- ·------ · ------ · ------ · ------ ·
'  A A '· '  ■  · ---------------- · ---------------- · ---------------- ·  ·  ■  ·
Head
Head
Head
Figure 3.2: Basic linear motion pattern.
This pattern can be easily generalized for cin arbitrary motion which does 
not violate the constraints. For a general motion pattern, the solenoids which 
are activated in a specific step will be the same as those activated in the same 
step of the basic linear motion pattern. .Joint angle changes will slightly differ 
to move on nonlinear paths. To simplify the general motion pattern, we will 
adapt a convention that the sequence formed by the three links which are not 
on the path tracked (e.g. the line tracked for the basic linear motion pattern) 
is symmetric, that is, the angles of the two joints which are not found on the 
path are the same.
Using the structure and the motion pattern above, our problem will be to 
get the mechanical snake out of a rectangular region through a specified exit. 
The initial configuration of the snake can be arbitrary, but it is assumed that 
the initial configuration is suitable to follow a smooth path to get out of the 
region without crashing on the borders.
We specify the problem in order to have an explicit task to deal with:
P roblem  3.1 Let the length of a segment of the m.echanical snake be normal­
ized to 1. Let the rectangular region of interest, R, be the region having the 
corner coordinates (-1, -10), (-1, 10), (20, -10) and (20, 10), and let the exit 
be an interval between points (-1, -2) and (-1, 2). Let the mechanical snake 
initially be inside the square R{ with corners (0, -10), (0, 10), (20, -10) and 
(20, 10). The aim is to take the snake out of R using the specified exit. The 
absolute values of the angles 62, ..., Oq shoidd never exceed 63°.
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Figure 3.3: Problem 3.1.
This task can be clone in two steps: Generation of the path to get out, and 
tracking of the generated path by the mechaniccd snake. A separate neural 
network will be designed to achieve each subtask.
3.3 Generation of Path
To have an unobtrusive motion, and to take steps signilicant in size, the path 
should be a smooth path with no sharp turns, that is which has a suitable 
maximum curvature Kmax-
To determine a specific value for the maximum curvature, we will use the 
angle constraint and two other constraints which nicvke significance of steps 
explicit. To make the steps of the motion pattern significant, we impose that 
the distance between J{ and J,+3 is at least 2.8 for a .seciuence Ji+i·, Ji+2i 
./¿+3 of joints all of which are on the path to be tracked, and that the distance 
between Ji and J,+3 is at most 2.2 for a .sequence Ji, Ji+i·, Ji+2·, -A+3 in which 
Ji+i, Ji+2 are outside the path to be tracked.
Using the three constraints, the maximum curvature is determined as
X =  0.447 (the minimum radius of curvature is R„iin = m^ax =  2.2.36).
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Derivation of the maximum curvature from the constraints is given in Ap­
pendix C. Note that further algorithms and neural network structures are in­
dependent of this specific value of Kmax·, il’nd the algorithms can be run and 
the neural networks can be trained for different minimum radii of curvature by 
only setting Rmin to the specific value of the minimum radius of curvature.
Suppose that the initial structure is adjusted so that the snake can be 
represented by a sequence of seven pieces of curves, each of which is either 
a line segment of length 1 or an arc of radius Rmin and chord length 1 (A 
neural network to make this adjustment for an arbitrary initial condition will 
be introduced later). For such a configuration, seven of the joints are at the 
ends of these curve pieces. Let us order the pieces as Piece 1, ..., Piece 7 from 
head to tail, and denote the end points of the,se pieces as Vo, ..., V7 in the 
same order. Let Pi denote both the ray and the type of Piece i for
i - 1,...,7, where the piece-type definitions are given in Figure 3.-4(a). The
directional (CCW) angle from ;c-axis to the ray which is tangent to Piece 1 at Vo 
and which follows the direction of Piece 1 is denoted by (j>o, and the directional 
(CCW) angle from Pi to is denoted by (/)i for i =  1,...,6. Note that the 
convention used in defining (f)o is different from the convention used in defining 
(j)i iov i =  1, ...,6, and Oi for i =  0,..., 7. Using this notation, a configuration 
is represented by 10 parameters, position and direction of the head, and types 
of the seven pieces (xj^, yj^, Oq, Pi , ■■■, P7)· A sample initial configuration, which 
is represented by {x, y, 180°, —1, —1,1, —1,0,1,1), is given in Figure 3.4(b).
P; = -l :
Vi V,,
P,= 0 : · -------^
P;= 1 :
Figure 3.4: (a) Piece-type definitions, (b) The initial configuration represented 
by {x,y,  180°, -1 ,  -1 ,1 , -1 ,0 ,1 ,1 ).
In the path generation task, our aim will be simplified to find a path in
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Ri ending at the origin with a direction perpendicular to the exit interval. 
After that point, linear motion will be sufFicient to take the snake out. In the 
realization of the task, the path generated will not exactly end at the origin 
with the specified direction, but these values will be close enough to the desired 
ones to exit from the specified interval.
So, the path generation problem Ccin be formulated as finding a path X {t) — 
{x{t).,y{t)) in the right half plane such that AT(0) =  </’(0) =  A’ (i /)  =  0
cind =  180° for some tf, and n{t) < Kmax·, Vi G [0, i/]. Here, <^ (i) =
atan2(?/(i), ."¿(i)), where atan2(.,.) is the signed arctan function, defined .same 
cis the (7·^ ·*· comnicind atan2, and K{t') is the curvature of the path X{t) at 
t =  t'.
This ¡problem will be approached in two different ways, and two different 
neural networks will be designed for path generation in the next two chapters. 
Both of the paths generated using these two approaches will be compositions 
of the three arc types defined above, with smooth connections. Path generator 
neural network can be represented by the block given in Figure 3.5, for both 
approaches.
y
0
Figure 3.5: Path generator neural network.
The inputs of NNpath in the complete neural network will be x =  xj^  ^
y = yjoi  ^ — ^0, and the outiDut P' will be type of the next curve piece to be 
tracked, the Pi for the next step.
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3.4 Structure of the Complete Controller
The algorithm that will be recilized by the complete controller to achieve the 
specified task is summarized as follows:
A lgorithm  3.1 Given an arbitrary configuration of the snake at an arbitrary 
location, represented by the (sensed) variables xj^, yj ,^ Oi^  0^ :
1. Adjust the initial configuration (xjq  ^ yj^  ^ Oq^ O7) so that a seven
pieces of curves representation {xj^^yj^^9o^Pi^...,Pj) is available.
2. While xjq > 0 ;
(a) Using $0 and Pi^  obtain fio.
(b) Apply xjq, yjQ and fio to NNpath inputs to get the type of the next 
piece  ^ P ', as output.
(c) Using 61, 62, O7, Pi^  P2) ..., P7, P ', get the joint angle increments
to be given in the three steps of the motion cycle.
(d) Update the curve piece types as =  P', =  P\, ■■■,
Prnew =  P& 'ieari step.
(e) Realize the 3-step motion cycle using the joint angle increments ob­
tained in Step 2(c).
(f) Get new values of xj^, yj^, Oq, 0\, ..., 0-j using sensors.
3. While xj^>  —I :
(a) As.sign the type of the next piece to be tracked as P' =  0.
(b) Apply steps 2(d), 2(e) and 2(f).
4. Stop.
The task is accepted to be finished, when the head of the snake is departed 
from the region R. Consequently, a path consisting of the same three types
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of curve pieces which is suitable for the environment can be generated for 
controlling the motion outside the region.
A neural network to adjust the initial configuration will be directly designed 
in the last section of this chapter. The complete neural network controller 
scheme for the adjusted initial configuration is given in Figure 3.6. Vector 
variables in this scheme are defined as follows:
,9 I/Jq·) 0^? 1^? ···? 7^] (3.1)
=  [«., »2, .... Drf (3.2)
P =  [i>„ f t ,  P rf (3.3)
ASji, ASj2 and ASj3 are the increment vectors to be added to Sj in Steps 
1, 2 and 3 of a motion cycle.
Figure 3.6: Complete neural network controller scheme for the adjusted initial 
configuration.
The blocks Dynamics 1, Dynamics 2 and Dynamics 3 simply realize the 
Steps 1, 2 and 3 of a motion cycle. That is, Dynamics i activates the solenoids 
for Stei? i according to Table 3.1 and forces the joint motors to apply the 
increment ASji, for i =  1, 2, 3. The neural network blocks NNtrack and 
NNg will be described in the next section. They are designed to implement 
Steps 2(a), 2(c) and 2(d) of Algorithm 3.1.
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3.5 Tracking the Generated Path
The neural network block NNtrack is designed to get the joint angle increments 
to be given in the three steps of the motion cycle, using Oi, 62, O7, Pi, P2,
..., P7, P ' ,  and to update the curve piece types for the next cycle.
We will use the two facts expressed below to design this block. Proofs of 
these facts will be given in Appendix B.
Fact 3.1 I n  a n y  c o n f i g u r a t i o n ,  v a l u e  o f  (f)i i s  g i v e n  b y
(3.4)
f o r i  = 1, ..., 6, i v h e r e  t h e  c o n s t a n t  f i  i s  d e f i n e d  a s
/3 =  arcsin
1
2 Rinin
(3.5)
Proof: See Appendix B. □
Corollary 3.1 F o r  a  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  w h e r e  S e g m e n t s  i  a n d  i  + 1 l i e  o n  ( h a v e  
t h e  s a m e  e n d  p o i n t s  w i t h )  P i e c e s  k  a n d  A: + 1, t h e  j o i n t  a n g l e  O i i s  g i v e n  b y
— —/3{PkPPk+i) (3.6)
w h e r e  (3  i s  d e f i n e d  b y  E q u a t i o n  3 . 5 .
P roof: For such a configuration, Ji, Ti+i, Oi coincide with 14-1, 14, I4 +1, 
fk respectively, and the result immediately follows. □
Fact 3.2 F o r  a  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  w h e r e  J i - i ,  J i ,  J i + 3  a n d  . I i + 4  c o i n c i d e  w i t h  14-i, 
14, 14+2; 14+3 r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  t h e  j o i n t  a n g l e s  O i , t^ ,+3 a r e  g i v e n  b y
e i t h e r
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¿^+1
Oi
Oi+3
-- Oi.A.2 —i + 2  =  «|Pfe+i+p^ .+2l (3-7)
- l 3 ( P k  + 2^k+l + 7yPk+2) -  «|PA.+1+Pfc+2| (3-8)
-l^i-^Pk+l + -^ Pk+2 + Pk+z) -  «|Pfc+i+Pfc+2| (3-9)
o r
¿^+1
eг
¿^+3
0;+2 -  -  tt|P*+i+P,.+2| (3.10)
—ii{PkP'-Pk->s-i + -Pk-\-2) +  «|PA+i+Pfc+2l (.3.11)
-l {^-^Pk+\ P -^ Pk+2 + Pk+z) +  tt|Pfc+i+Pfc+2| (3.12)
w h e r e  /3  i s  d e f i n e d  b y  E q u a t i o n  3 . 5  a n d  q j  i s  d e f i n e d  a s
q:, =  arccos “ * ( 4 )  -  5 (3.13)
Proof: See Appendix B. □
The choice among the two candidates given in Fact 3.2 will be based on the 
joint angle constraint. To guarantee that the absolute Vcilue of the interior one 
of 9i and ¿^4-1 is below 63°, the choice in which the sign in front of the o-term is 
opposite to the sign of the rest of the expression for that angle will be selected.
Based on this selection rule in addition to Fact 1 and Fact 2, the values of 
joint angles for a cycle with A^ A^ iracfc-hiputs Of^ ., 0 '^  ^ •••i 7^'^  ^ P\i P2·, ..->^7, P'■, 
will be as follows:
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Joint Angle Initial After Step 1 After Step 2 After Step 3
Ox QO^ld Qi Qi Ql +  Q2/2 — S20lk2
2^ Q2 Q2 S20Ck2
3^ Qold Q3 Qs S20ik2
Ox Q‘i Q‘\ +  <3 .5/2 — Q3 +  Q2/2 — S20Lk'2
06 Qold SlOfu Qa
0e 0°‘^ 0°‘<^ SxCXki Qr)
07 Qold Qe +  <3 .5/2 — sjaA,., <3e
Table 3.2: Joint angles during a general motion cycle. 
Here Qi, .si, .S2, and k-2 are given by
Q г  =  -^ (P ' + Pi) (3.14)
Q i  -  - / 3 { P i - i  + P i )  f o r  ¿ = 2,3,4, .5,6 (.3.15)
s x  =  sign((34 + <3 .5/ 2) (.3.16)
h  = \ Q 6 / I ^ \ (3.17)
S 2 =  Sign((33 + Q 2 / 2 ) (.3.18)
h  =  \ Q 2 l P \ (3.19)
where sign(.) denotes the function of a bipolar hardliiniter defined as:
sign(,T)
-1  , .t: < 0
1 , x >0
(3.20)
So the joint angle increments to be applied during a cycle are obtained iis 
given in Table 3.3.
Having the table for angle increments, we can now design the NNtrack 
circuit. Collecting Qi, ..., Qe in vector Q and the new piece types P„i, ..., Pn7 
in vector Pnew as
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Inc. Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
Q i - 0 <3 2 / 2  -  S2CVfc2
AO 2 Q2 -  d°2“‘· 0 ~  Q 2
A^3 Q z -  e r 0 S20ik2 -  Q z
A 04 Q a -  04"" Q s /2  -  sittki <3 2 / 2  + <33 -  <3-1 -  <3 .5 /2  + -  S2«A;2
A05 0 SlOiki -  0 t ‘ '^ <34 — SlOiki
A06 0 s ia k , -  0 t^ <3s -
A 07 0 Q e + Q5 /2  -  sia u , -  0°r‘^ —Q r j2  + s\aki
Table 3.3: .Joint angle increments during a general motion cycle.
Q — [Qi·, Q2, ·■·, Qe]^
Paew — \Pn\i Pn2t •••1 Pn7]
N Ntrack can be divided into subblocks as pictured in Figure 3.7.
(3.21)
(3.22)
P’
Figure 3.7: N Ntrack ■
Here, NNconv is used for deriving the vector Q from P  and P'. NNupdate 
updates the vector P for the next cycle. NNinci, NNinc2 and NNinc:i compute 
the increments to be given to the joint angles in Step 1, Step 2 and Step 3 of 
the current cycle respectively.
2.5
In the rest of this section, neural network structures of these sul)blocks and 
structure of NNot which is used to obtain will be given. The activation 
functions used in these blocks are unipolar and bipolar hardlimiters. Note that 
each one of these two types can be constructed as a simple neural network with 
a single activation function block of the other type. So one type of activation 
block is sufficient to construct the subblocks of NNtrack-
NNupdate and N N c,conv ·
P’---- >
NN.updiilt' P .. =
P'
P|
P2
P,
P.
P5
p.
P„.
P..4
P„5
P„.
p».
(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: (a) NNupdate· (b) NNc,
N  Ninel, NNinc2 and N N incr- 
Let us define a function j{x , y) as
9,
92
9,
9a
a
9.
7 (.T, y) = sign[x +  y l2)a\y/p\ (3.23)
where
a; =  arccos
1
c o s ( y ) - 5 for?’ =  0, 1,2 (3.24)
7 (0;, y) will be implemented by the neural network NN^  ^ whose structure 
will be described later. The structures for NNinci, NNinc2 and NNi„,c3 includ­
ing NN^ are given in Figure 3.9.
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S z ;
9 = ^
NN,.„ ^  =
(a)
S i 
9 = NN,„ NN...
Figure 3.9: (a) NNinc\- (b) NNinc2- (c) NNincs-
N N ^.
This block is designed as shown in Figure 3.10(a), where the block NNa 
will be designed to implement the function
a{a, b) = a a|;,| (3.2.5)
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N N a:
This block is designed as two subblocks, NNai to implement
ai(a) =  |a|
fora  € { —2, — 1,0,1,2} and to iiTiplement
CV2(«, b) = a ab
for a € { — 1,1} and b € {0 ,1 ,2 }. a2(.) is tabulated in Table 3.4.
(3.26)
(3.27)
a -1 -1 -1 1 1 1
b 0 1 2 0 1 2
0 -a o - a i - a 2 Cto ai «2
Table 3.4: Possible input-output pairs for N Na2- 
NNai and NNc2 designed ba.sed on this data is given in Figure 3.10.
N N y
NN .I NN«
(a)
b—
(b)
NN„
NN„
NN„
X—HNN„,h^ o =  X
, b >
(c ) (d)
Figure 3.10: (a) NN^. (b) NN,. (c) NN,i. (d) N N ,2·
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NNe:
This neural network is used to obtain using 0q and Py.
Thinking (/>0 as the direction of an extra curve piece of type 0, and using 
Fact 1, the difference between the angles </>o and 0q is found as:
(j>0 ~ 00 — ftp]. +  7T (3.28)
Using this fact, the neural network is designed as in 3.11 where NN,nod is 
used to keep the output in the interval [0, 27t).
H
p,- NN.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.11: (a) NNe. (b) TViVw
3.6 Adjusting the Initial Configuration
Supposing that the initial configuration is sufficiently smooth with representa­
tive curve with maximum curvature close to «max, we developed an algorithm 
to adjust the configuration so that the representative curve is converted into 
a secpience of curve pieces of specified types, which is very close to the initial 
one. Adjustment will be done in one motion cycle:
Algorithm 3.2 Given an arbitrary initial configuration of the mechanical 
snake with joint angles 0f^, ..., 0^ ^^ :
1. A05 = A0e = A07 = P2 = P3 = 0
2. If 0f^  ^ < -  60° -  f , then P 4 = 1, A02 = 60° -  0^ ,^ A0  ^ = 60° -  0 f  \ 
A04 = -  60° -/3 -
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else if -60° -  f  < < -  60° + f , then I\ = 0, A (?2 =
A6»3 = 60° -  A6>4 = -  60° -
else if -60° + f  < 0°^^^ < 0°, then I\ = -  1, A 2^ =
A^3 = 6O°-0^'^A^4 = -  60° +/? -
else if 0° < < 60° -  f ,  then /i, = 1, M 2 = -
AO3 = -  60° -  Aft, = 60°-P-ef<^·,
else if 60° -  f  < < 60° + f ,  then P4 = 0, A02 = -
A(?3 = -  60° -  A^4 = 60° -  Of ;^
else if > 60° + f,theni^i = - 1,A 2^ = - 6O °-0^ '^A 03 = 
Aft, = 60° +/? -  ftf^ ';
60° -  
60° -  
60° -  
60° -  of^ ·, 
- 60°
3 . If <  -  60° -  f , then Pi =  1, A6>1 = -  60° -  /? -  ef'^ ;
else if -60° -  f  < < -  60° + f , then Pj = 0, A^i = -  60° -
else if -60° + f  < < 0°, then P, = -  1, A^j = _ 60° + /3 -
else if 0° < 0 f ‘ < 60° -  f ,  then P, = 1, A6>i = 60° -  /3 -  O f ; 
else if 60° -  f  < 0i‘‘^  < 60° + f ,  then P, = 0, A^, = 60° -  
elseiief^ > 60°+ f ,  then Pi = -  1, A^j = 60° + /3-0l‘ .^
4. Apply Step 1 of the motion cycle.
5. A^i = A 02  =  A 03  =  A 04  0
6. Fori = 2,3,4:
If6>?|‘^ 3 < -  f  -  P,+2^, then P,-+3 = 1, A6>i+3 = -  (P,+2 + l)/3 -
else i f - f  -  Pi+2 /? < i'f+s < f  -  Pi+2^, then Pi+3 = 0, Aft+ 3  = -
P.+2/3 -^ fli ;
elseif^f| ''3 > f  -  Pi+2/?, then Pi+3 = -  1, A^i+3 = -  (Pi+2 -  l)/3 -  0^ 1%.
7 . Apply Step 2 of the motion cycle.
8. A,5j3 = 0
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9. Apply Step 3 of the motion cycle.
Based on this algorithm, the scheme for the adjustment of the initial con­
figuration and the neural network structures used for adjustment are given in 
Figures 3.13 and 3.14. To illustrate the algorithm, a sample adjustment process 
controlled by these neural networks is pictured in Figure 3.12.
.1..1.. i...i ! i
Th(?taI2J=i-60.00 Theta[31 =1-60.00 Thatat4I =r 4t*08
ThetaC71=:-15.75 
Head tn>78.. 543
hetaCO] = 205.20 hetaEl] = 47.08 ieta[21 =hetat3] = [4] =letaL..ieta£5I letaCei , hetaC7] = -12.92 'Head =11.78, 5.13
60.00 -60.00 47 08 
0.00 
0.00
Figure 3.12: A sample adjustment process.
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S(-3) :
NN,udJI i>P(-2)
t>a-2):
Dynamics 1
S "
^  ASj
NN.iidJ2
Dynamics 2
z ^ R - l )  =P(0)
|=> S(-l) :
4^ ,= 0:
:ii> S(0)
Dynamics 3
a
A0,
Pni
A04
(b)
Figure 3.13: (a) The scheme for the adjustment of the initial configuration.
{h)NNadjr.
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NN„
> P
Figure 3.14: NNadj2-
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Chapter 4
MINIMAL PATH APPROACH
In the ])ath generation task, our aim is to design a neural network to find 
a path in Ri ending at the origin with a direction perpendicular to the exit 
interval. In the realization of the task, the path generated will not exactly end 
at the origin with the specified direction, but these values will be close enough 
to the desired ones to exit from the specified interval. In Section 3.3, the path 
generation problem was formulated as finding a path X{t) = {x{t),y{t))  in the 
right half plane such that X (0) =  X q, ф(0) = фо, X(t f )  =  0 and ф{і/) =  180° 
for some tf, and к{і) < Ктах, Vi G [0, t/].
The design in this chapter will be based on finding such a path which has 
the minimum possible length. First, an algorithm to find the minimum path 
will be given. Then, this algorithm will be used to train a multilayer neural 
network used for path generation.
4.1 Minimal Paths on the Right Half Plane
The general problem of finding minimal-length smooth paths with bounded 
curvature on a region in with or without obstacles is attacked by many 
researchers. This problem can be formulated as follows [24]:
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P rob lem  4.1 Let ft C 6e « dosed set of polygons representing the obsta­
cles, and let dfl and int(ii) denote the boundary and interior of Ll respectively. 
Let us consider the class of paths X(t)  — {x{t),y{t))  G satisfying the 
constraints:
A'(0) = IP, ФІО) = Фо,
3tf > 0, such that =  FP, ф(і/) = ф/,
X(t)  e R2\int(Q), Vi G [0,i/],
l|A(i)ll =  /^(x4 t) + y4 t)) =  1, Vi e  |0, i ; ] ,
і|А(і , ) - А ( і 2)|| <  / г - ‘ „ | ( і , - І 2)|, Ѵ і , , і2 е  |о, і ,] ,
where Rmin is the m,inimum. acceptable radius of curvature, IP  is the initial 
point and FP  is the final point. The problem is to find a path X*{t) defined 
for t  e  [0,i}] such that Fj is minimum among tjs of all paths in this class.
Our region of interest is obstacle-free, that is if =  0  in our case. The 
forms of the minimal length paths for this case were determined by Dubins 
[24, 25]:
T heorem  4.1 [25] Every minimum length planar curve satisfying the condi­
tions о / Problem 4.1 with Ll — 0  is necessarily a curve which is either
1. an arc of a circle of radius Rmin followed by a line segment, followed by 
an arc of a circle of radius Rmin
2. a sequence of three arcs of circles of radius Rmin
3. a subpath of a path of either of these two h
Our algorithm to find minimal paths on the right half plane will be based 
on this theorem. Paths of Form 2 rarely occur. In our ca,se, since the final point 
FP  is the origin and fit/) =  180°, and the initial point IP  .should be in the 
right half plane, the rate of occurrence of Form 2 is much smaller. Furthermore
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these paths can be replaced by slightly longer paths which are unions of two 
paths of Form 1 or Form 3. Because of these facts, dealing with only Forms 1 
and 3 will not effect the result much whereas the algorithm will be simplihed.
Since we are looking for a path of Form 1 or Form 3 of 4.1, this path can 
be either:
1. an arc of a circle of radius Rmin followed by a line segment, followed by 
an arc of a circle of radius Rmin (Form 1)
2. an arc of a circle of radius Rmin followed by a line segment
3. a line segment followed by an arc of a circle of radius Rmin
4. an arc of a circle of radius Rmin followed by another arc of a circle of 
I’cldiuS Rmin
5. an arc of a circle of radius Rmin
6. a line segment
If we let the arcs and the segment to have length 0, the first case will include 
the other cases. For example, a path of Case 4 can be thought as an arc of 
a circle of radius Rmin followed by a line segment of length 0, followed by an 
arc (5f a circle of radius Rmin· Furthermore, the path should completely lie on 
the right half plane. The algorithm will define these three curve pieces and the 
command sequence to follow these curve pieces, if such a path exists. If there 
is no such path cind if there is a directed arc in the right half plane beginning 
at IP  with tangential direction фо and ending with tangential direction 0°, 
this arc will be followed, then a line segment will be followed till reaching a 
point IP ' for which a minimal path composed of three curve pieces exists. The 
tangential direction at IP ' will be eventually 0°.
The output of the algorithm will be a sequence of five parameters defining 
the path: CPi, CP5. If a minimal path exists, CPi = CP2 =  0, CPi and
C P 5 indicate the angles to be proceeded on respectively the first and the second 
arc (the third curve piece). Signs of CP3 and CP5 determine the orientations 
of the arcs, negative meaning CW and positive meaning CCW. CP4 is the
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length of the line segment (the second curve piece) of the path. If a minimal 
path can be found after maneuvering as described above, CP\ and CP2 are the 
parameters for the arc and the line segment proceeded for steering to a point 
for which a minimal path exists. CP3, CP.i and СРг) ai'e defined the same as 
the case of existence of a minimal path. Signs and values of CP\ and CP2 have 
the same indications as CP3 and CP  ^ respectively. If there is no such path, all 
of the five parameters are 0.
Given IP  = {x, y) and фо =  0, there are two circles with radii Rmin 
tangent to the ray originating from IP  with inclination в. Let us denote 
the circle on the left of the ray by РС(х,у,в)  and the one on the right by 
RCix, y, в). Similarly, there are two hxed circles tangent to the ray originating 
from P'P =  (0, 0) with inclination 180°. We will denote the one on the щэрег 
half plane by FCi and the one on the lower half plane by FC2-
So, given IP  — (x, y) and фо =  61, if a minimal path exists, the first 
curve piece will be an arc on either LC(x^y,9) or РС(х,у,в) ,  the third piece 
will be another arc on either FC\ or FC2, and the second piece will be a line 
segment tangent to these arcs. Moreover the orientation of motion can only be 
CCW on LC{x,y,0),  CW on RC(x,y,e) ,  CW on FCi  and CCW on FC2.
Given two circles C\ and C2, there are at most four line segments which are 
tangent to both of the circles (having end points on the circles). Orientation 
pair of arcs of a smooth path containing one of these line segments on and 
C2 is different from that for another element of the set of tangent line segments. 
So given one of the oriented initial circles РС(х,у,в)  and RC(x,y,0),  and one 
of the oriented final circles FCi  and FC2·, there is at most one candidate for a 
path having portions on these oriented circles.
Let us consider LC{x,y^0). If it is in the lower half plane, a minimal path 
having its first arc on this oriented circle can not have a portion on FCi. If 
LC{x,y,0)  intersects with the right half plane, a path having its first piece on 
LC(x,y,0)  and its last piece on FC2 does not exist. So there is at most one 
candidate for a minimal path having its first piece on LC{x, y,0).
By symmetry, the same fact is valid for also RC{x,y,0).  That is there is 
at most one candidate for a minimal path having its first piece on RC{x,y,0).
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So for given IP  =  (x, y) and (¡)q =  there are at most two candidates for 
a minimal path, one having its first arc on LC{x,y,9)  and the other having 
its hrst arc on RC{x,y,0).  A sample situation is given in Figure 4.1. In this 
situation, thei’e are two candidates for the minimal path; Path 1 and Path 2. 
The shorter one. Path 1, is the desired minimal path.
F’igure 4.1: Minimal path candidates for IP — (x, y) and (j)Q = 0.
Based on these facts and some further analysis, we have developed the 
algorithm given below. Location of LC(x,y,0)  and RC{x,y,9),  and the cases 
in the algorithm are illustrated in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3.
A lgorithm  4.1 Given an initial point IP  =  (.r, y) and initial direction
<f>o = 0:
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1. Set the default values of the five parameters defining the path and flags indi­
cating the existence of candidate paths as:
CPi -  CP2 = CP3 = CP4 = CPs = 0 
Candidate A-exists = CandidateJl-exists = FALSE
2. Calculate the coordinates of the centers of LC{x^y,0) and RC{x,y,Q) as:
XLC = X -  Rmin^M^)
VLC =  y  -\- Rmin COs(e)
XRC =  X +  ■RminSin((9)
VRC =  y  -  Rmin COs(e)
3. To determine the first candidate having its first arc on LC(x,y,0), defined by 
parameters C P li, CPl^ and having total length length\:
(a) I f  (i/LC > -  Rmin) { Xl C iVLC -  R m i n ?  >  4 i i  ^ ■)minJ
01 = a.ta.n2(Rmin-yLC,-XLc) -  ^xccos{2Rmin / +  iyLC — RminY )
ii. If {{yLC ^ '"^ /^ P^rain) ^nd (x[jC ^ R-min)} Or
({yLC < (1  -  V ^ )R m in )  and (XLC >  -  Rrnin mincos((9 -  0 i))):
CPU = ( 0 i -^ + | )2 ^
<^^14 = y jx ' l c  +  (yLC -  Rrnin)^ -  4 ^ 2,
C P h  =  - ( 0 1 - | ) 2.  
le n g th i  = C P U  +  R m in (\ C P h \  +  \ C P h \ )
Candidate A.exists = TRUE
(b) Else if  (yLC <  -  Rmin)·
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01 = diXCSmixLc! \Jx'ic + ^VLG + RminY
ii. If (XLC > -  i?min iiiincos(i  ^-  f ,0 i ) ) :
CPI2, — (© 1— ^ + —)2Tr
CPl.{ — yj x\q + iVLC + RminY
, 7T
CPU =
length, = CPU + Rnггn(\C PU\ + \C PU\)
Candidate A.exists = TRUE
4. To determine the second candidate having its first arc on RC{x ]^i 9^)  ^defined 
by parameters CP2i  ^ CP2^ and having total length lengtli2‘.
(a) If (yRC ^ Rmin) n.nd {x^(j "t” (VRC T Rmin)'^ ^
0 1  =  d iU l\ 2 (-R rn in -yR C ,-'^ ^ R c) +  ^^'(^^Os(2Rmin /  +  il/RC +  RminY )
ii· If ((2/flC < i ^ - '^ ) R m i n )  and {x jic  ^ Rniin)) or
(iyRC > (a/3  -  and (a-fic· > - /¿min m incos(0i,0+|)):
CP23 = - (0  + | - 0 i ) 2 .
6 P 24 =  "i· ^VRC + R-min)'  ^ ~  '^Rmin
C P 2 s  =  f Y - 0 i ) 2 .
I e n g t l i 2 =  C P 2 , \  + R ^ y i i y i { \ C P 2 2 , \ - \ - \ C P 2 r : 4 \ )
Candidate.2.exists = TRUE
(b) Else if {yRC ^ Rmin)'· 
i.
01 = &XOi\ri(XRC! \JX^ RC + iVRC -  RminY )
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ii. If {X R C  > -  Rmin mincos(0i,i^ +  I)):
CP2i = - ( 0 + - - 0 i ) 2 ,
CP ‘24 = \Jxjic + ~ RminY
CT2.5 = -(0 1  + |)2 ^
length2 = CP 24 + R,nin(\C P2s\ + \C P2^ \ 
Candidate Ji.exists = TRUE
5. If not{Candidate A .exists or C andidaie.2 .exists):
I f ( - |  < 0 < |) or (.T > iг„гг·7г(l -  I sin^D):
(a) If (6 < 7t):
X  —  X Rmin si ^
y ' =  y  -  R ^ in  cos 0 +  Rn
CPi = -0
fb) Else:
x' = X -  Rmin sin 0 
y  — y  P Rmin COS 0 Rfj
C P i = 2TT -  0
(c) I f ( x "  + j '"  < iRlt„y.
cP i = v / « L „  -
(d) Set X = x' + CP2 y y = y', 0 = 0° and return to Step 2.
6. If {Candidate A-exists):
(a) If {Candidate^-exists) and (lengthi > lengtli2):
C P s  =  C P 2 s
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(b) Else:
7. Else if {CandidateJl.exists):
CRi =  C P 2.1
CP^ =  CP2s
CP3 =  CPhi
CPi =  C PU
CPs =  C PIs
CP3 = CP23
CP.i = CP24
CPs = CP2s
Here, {x)2'K gives the equivalent angle of x in [0,27t), and m incos(ai,0:2) 
gives the minimum value of cos(a) while a is tracing the CCW unit circular 
arc starting at angle « i  and ending at angle « 2-
(a)
Figure 4.2: Algorithm 4.1: (a) location of LC{x,y,0)  and RC(x,y,0)  and (b) 
sample minimal path for the first case in Step 3(a).ii.
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1+··^.......... k  (x,y,8)
...-''l-CCx. y,0)
(a) a: =  4.25, y =  -2 ,  6 =  90°
Figure 4.3: Algorithm 4.1: Sample minimal paths for (a) the second case in 
Step 3(a).ii, (b) Step 3(b), (c) the first case in Step 4(a).ii, (cl) the second case 
in Step 4(a).ii, (e) Step 4(b) and (f) Step 5.
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We have written the code path.h to implement this algorithm directly and 
the code path.cpp to see the resultant path. For the case of Step 5 of the 
algorithm, to prevent possible discretization problems, CP2 is lengthened by 
0.1 in these codes. Such an extension guarantees the end of the subpath with 
the parameter CP2 to be the initial point of a minimal path. Outputs of 
path.cpp for the seven examples in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 are given in 
Figures 4.4 and 4.5.
(a) a; =  11, ?/ =  6, 6 =  117°
“5
' I I
j ...I... !_
i I
10
;cptii = i i 0;,ooo
m i l
i 15
! *
(b) =  4.25, y = 0=  ^ 90^
■  ^ 5
...... j ....... i...
I I-5 ’
! ! I
I I !
i i
1..i"
: I
10
■4.... {....
■r.f-
* w
i i I i 1.. i 1 ‘ i
15
(c) .T =  9, y =  —7, 9 — 45°
0,000
8.0730.405
Figure 4.4: Outputs of the (7' '^*'-code of Algorithm 4.1 for the examples illus­
trated in Figures 4.2(b), 4.3(a) and 4.3(b).
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Figure 4.5: Outputs of the C'‘'"^-code of Algorithm 4.1 for the examples illus­
trated in Figures 4.3(c), 4.3(d), 4.3(e) and 4.3(f).
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4.2 Design of the Path Generator Neural Net­
work
The scheme of the path generator block was given in Figure 3.5. The path 
generator is desired to give the type of the next curve piece to be tracked, 
given the last position (.r,?/) (=  Jo) and the last direction 0 (=  (po) x’eached. 
We use the 3-input-1-output 3-layer neural network structure given in Figure 
2.2(b) for path generation, but instead of training such a structure directly, 
using the symmetry property of the minimal paths with respect to the .r-axis 
simplifi(;s the learning process.
If we denote the outiDut of N Npath for arbitrary input [;r y OY by 
g{x, y,6), because of the symmetry of minimal paths with respect to a-’-axis:
g{x,y,0) = -  g(x,-y,2Tr -  0) (4.1)
Let G{.) be any function satisfying
G{x,y,0) = g{x,y,0),  Vx > 0, y > € [0,27t) (4.2)
A neural network N Nq can be trained to implement G(.) using the set x > 
0, y > 0,^ € [0,27t), half of the sample set for NNpath- For input [a; y 0 ^  ^
is desired to give G’(.a;, y, 0) if y > 0, and —Ct(;c, —y, 27t — 0) if y < 0. 
So, we can use the structure given in Figure 4.6 for path generation.
Here, the blocks ANDq and ORq have the mappings given in Table 4.1 
(x  denotes that the input pair is not applicable) and the structures given in 
Figure 4.7.
Based on this structure, we have trained a 3-input-l-output 3-layer neural 
network with the structure given in Figure 2.2(b) to implement G'(.). The 
numbers of neurons in the first and the second hidden layers of NNa are 
Ni =  100 and =  5. We have used
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y
e
Figure 4.6: Construction of NNpatk using NNq blocks.
X - 1 - 1 - 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
y - 1 0 1 - 1 0 1 - 1 0 1
ANDa - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 X 0 - 1 0 1
ORq - 1 0 1 0 X X 1 X X
Table 4.1: Mappings for the blocks ANDq and ORq-
^{x) -= tanh
\x 1 — e -\x
1 + e—  Xx (4.3)
with A =  0.1 as the activation function.
This neural network is trained using Algorithm 4.1. For each (.t , y, 9)- 
triple in the training set, the desired output is determined according to the
X
y-4
ANn.
Figure 4.7: Blocks ANDq and ORq·, and the 3-state hardlimiter used in 
ANDg .
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first nonzero-length curve piece of the output of Algorithm 4.1 for (.t , y, 0). 
The desired output is 0 if this curve piece is a line segment {CP2 or CP4), —1 
if it is a CW arc (CPi, CPz or CPr) with negative value), 1 if it is a CCVV arc 
{CPi, CP3 or CP5 with positive value). In this approach, the desired resultant 
pcith is a smooth approximcition of the minimal path composed of curve pieces 
of the three types defined in Section 3.3.
Let us partition our sample set {{x^y,6) | 0 < x < 20, — 10 < ?/ < 10, 
0 < < 27t} into three regions according to the desired outputs matched to
the points in these regions. Let the regions R-i,  Rq, R\ be the collections of 
all of the points for which the desired output is —1, 0 and 1 respectively. Rq 
is just a proper subset of the 2-dimensional boundary separating R-\ and Ri. 
Furthermore i?_i and Ri and are highly nonlinearly separated. The elements 
of the boundary separating R-i  and Ri which are not in Rq are those for which 
the two candidates for minimal path have equal lengths. Because of these facts, 
selecting injDut-desired output pairs keeping the three regions as they are is not 
suitable to train a neural network with feasible structure. We have expanded 
the 2-dimensional boundary separating R-i  and Ri to a 3-dimensional slice 
with thickness of 1 unit. All of the triples in this slice are assigned the desired 
output value 0. The resultant sample set is shown in Figure 4.8 on a collection 
of constant-^-planes.
2.5000 triple-desired output pairs are chosen randomly from the upper half 
part of the sample set, in which x > 0, to construct the trailring .set. After 
composing the training set, the Back Propagation Algorithm, whose equations 
are given in Appendix A, is applied to train the 3-layer path generator neural 
network. The learning and momentum constants are chosen as 1] =  0.5 and 
a =  0.3. The neural network is trained for totally 45000 epoches.
4.3 Results
During the training, we have saved the average error for each epoch and the 
neural network weights after epoches 100, 500, 1000, 2000, ..., 45000. Plot of 
the average error for the first 10000 epoches is given in Figure 4.9. After epoch
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Figure 4.8: Desired outputs for {x,y)  £ Ri (defined in Problem 3.1) for
/9 =  0 — —u w, 2^ ? ···? 12 *
10000, the avera.ge error continues to decrease but the decrease rate is very 
small and the fluctuation among successive epoches increases significantly.
Using the codes path.cpp, pathnn.d.cpp and pathnn.cpp, we have also 
checked the path generation performance of the neural network for the saved 
weights. The best result in this sense is obtained using the weights obtained 
after epoch 9000. Although the average error continues to decrease slightly af­
ter that, the weight sets of further epoches have generated j^aths significantly 
different from the desired minimal paths for some sample initial points. The 
minimal paths (outputs of Algorithm 4.1), the desired outputs obtained us­
ing the original forms of /?_i, Ro and Ri, and the outputs using the neural 
network weights of epoches 100, 1000 and 9000 for some sample initial triples
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1000 2000
100 200 300 400 500 600 700
number of epoches (k)
800 900 1000
3000 4000 5000 6000 7000
number of epoches (k)
8000 9000 10000
Figure 4.9: Average error for the first 10000 epoches.
are pictured in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11. The generated smooth pciths are 
shown as sequences of line segments which are either curve pieces of type 0 
themselves or chords of the pieces of type —1 or type 1.
The path generator neural network having the weights obtained after epoch 
9000 is combined with the neural network designed in (Jhapter 3 to track the 
generated path to construct the complete neurcil network controller. A scimple 
process using this complete neural network controller is pictured in Figure 4.12.
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(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
- p  I
: 5 V> tt
(a)
•10 : 15
■10·; .............> 15·
10  ^ 15
; 10 : 15
(b)
Figure 4.10: (a) Minimal paths and (b) the desired outputs obtained
using the original forms of R-i, Ro R\ lor the initial triples (i)
a: =  12, y =  5,  ^ =  30°, (ii) .t: =  5, y =  0,  ^ =  0°, (iii) =  5, y =  0, 6> =  180°, 
(iv) x = l, y = l ,  0 =  30°, (v) X =  4, y =  - 2, 0 =  90°.
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(i)
(ii)
i
(iii)
■r
(iv)
.ft·· 5 ; \ 10
5 15
i I
(b)
s : /
10  ^ 15
10 I 15
h - H ’; \:
L : J ... 1...■"
....i-..
(c)
Figure 4.11: Outputs for the neural network weights of epoches (a) 100, 
(b) 1000 and (c) 9000 for the initial triples (i) x = 12, y — 0 — 30°, (ii)
x = !), y =  0, e =  0°, (iii) .T =  .5, y = 0, 0 =  180°, (iv) X ^  1, y = 1, e =  .30°, 
(v) x = A, y =  -2 ,  0 =  90°.
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Figure 4.12; Sample process using the complete neural network controller.
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Chapter 5
MULTI-STAGE NEURAL 
NETWORK APPROACH
In this chapter, the path generation task will be approached using multi-stage 
neural networks with identiccil stciges. In Section 2.4, a common problem for 
finite-dimensioncd discrete-time controllers and the approach of Nguyen and 
VVidrow [6, 7] to this problem using multi-stage neural networks were given. 
We will put this cipproach into a more explicit form. After introducing and 
formulating our approach for the general problem, we will apply this approach 
to our path generation problem.
5.1 Multi-Stage Neural Networks with Identi­
cal Stages
For the sake of integrity and to avoid confusion of parameters, the problem 
introduced in Section 2.4 will be redefined here using new parameters: A finite- 
dimensional discrete-time controller can be represented as in Figure 5.1. Here
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x{k) and x(A: +  1) denote the current and next states of the plant respectively, 
and o{k) is the control signal given to the phint by the controller. Plant and 
controller equations for this scheme is as follows:
x ( ¿ + l )  =  D(x(k),o(k))  
oik) =  Cix(k))
(5.1)
(5.2)
Figure 5.1: A finite-dimensional discrete-time system with a controller.
A common problem for such a scheme is to drive the plant from an initial 
state x(0) to a desired state d in an unknown number of steps. We want to 
solve this problem using a 2-laj^er neural network NNc·, which is the most 
genercd form of multilayer neural networks. Let x  be of length n and o be of 
length rn. Then the neural network we use will have the structure given in 
Figure 2.2(a), with N neurons in the hidden hiyer. To easily train the neural 
network, the plant function D{.) has to be smooth (C'). If it is not smooth, 
it can be approximated by a smooth function, which Ccin be obtained either 
by direct derivation or using a neuriil network NNo  to emulate the plant. 
Some methods to emulate plants using multilayer neural networks are given in 
[6, 7, 11].
To train NNc,  we will use a training set composed of sample initial states 
and the states desired to be reached from these initial stcites. The number 
of steps to reach the desired state for each initial state is unknown and this 
number will most probably not be the same for all initial states. We can directly 
obtain only the final errors using the final states and their desired values.
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х(0)т|гф С(.)
о(0)
D(.)
хП)
С(.)
0 ( 1)
D(.)
х(2) х(К-1)
С(.)
о(К-1)
D(.)
•х(К)
Figure 5.2: /F-stage neural network representation of a K-step process.
Бог a specific initial state-desired state pair (x(0), d), starting from x(0), 
the system will be run until a stopjDing criterion holds. Let this process last 
for К  steps. A /v-stage neural network structure, pictured in Figure 5.2, will 
be used to represent the process and to update the weights of NNc-
The error to be backpropcigated is
E = t(||x(/C )-d|p) = (5.3)
г=1
where x =  [.ri ... XnV ^ =  Mi 2^ ··· dn] ·^ To apply Back Propagation 
with Momentum equation
Л / NДи>(?г) = — T j—— -----h a A w ( n  —  i 1
ow
(5.4)
the onl}  ^ difficulty is to determine for each weight to of NNc· Effect of 
each to for all of the K  stages should be considered to evaluate this particil 
derivative:
Let us define u as
.Ti
u =
X
о
(5.5)
0i
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and let
' C\(x{k)) Diiuik))
oik) = CMk)) =
C^Mk)) and x(fc + 1) = Diu{k)) —
D2inik))
_ Cmi^(k)) _ _ Dn(uik)) _
(5.6)
For simplicity, let us denote partial derivatives of C{.) and D(.) as
r  ih\ dCi{^{k)) , _  . _
=  d x , { W
dD,{n{k)) , , , . , rn
(5.7)
(5.8)
and let us collect these partial derivatives in two matrices as
In
7^ 11 Dvi l^(n-{-m)
C  =
Cii Cu ^ In and D' =
C'ml C'm2 '^■rnn
Dn, Dn2 ^ n(n-\-in)
(5.9)
Explicit form of C  for the neural network structure given in Figure 2.2, 
with N neurons in the hidden layer, is as follows;
c  =
 ^in
'in
(5.10)
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For the weights in the output layer:
dtvf ■ ^  ’ dxoi^ (5.11)
To evalucite we first derive a recursive equation for k =  1,2,
dii.{k)
dwij
du{k)
dwfj
= D ' { k - i )
du{k -  1)
dio^ j
c V c ) ^  +  i.(k)m(k)
9 K
(.5.12)
(5.1.3)
where ^¿(^) is dehned cis
^i(k) =  [0 ... 0 ipiviik)) 0 ... 0]7' (5.14)
a vector of length n + m with (n +  ¿)th entry (^(vi(k)) and other entries 0. 
Using Equations 5.12 and 5.13, we get:
-  D'(k -  1) ( c ' ik  -  +  ^dk -  l)yAk -  1)) (5.1.5)
To have a closed-form expression:
(9x(0)
dwf^
dxi2)
(9x(3)
dwtj
=  0 ,
5x(l)
7^'(0)6,(0)y,(0)
D'{1) (C"(l)i)'(0)$,(0)y,(0) -f $,(l)i/,(l)) 
T>'(l)C"(l)Z}'(0)$,(0)t/,(0) + T>'(l)6.(l)t/,(1) 
D'(2)C"(2)i)'(l)C"(l)i)'(0)$.(0)y,(0) 
+D'(2)C"(2)i?'(l)$,(l)y,(l) + D'{2)^i{2)y,{2)
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By induction:
dx(k) ^ f 2 n ' ( k - l ) C ' ( k -  l)...D'(p + l)C'(p+i}D'(p)^dp)y,ip) (5-16)
^•"o „=0
Using this, we get the final result as:
dE
dwij
K-l
=  { x ( K ) - d f  D '(K -  l)C>(K-i)...D>{p+l)C'{p+l)D'(p)^i(p)yjip)
p = 0
for i =  1, ···, m and j  =  1, iV. Similarly, for i =  1,..., ?n:
dE
(x(A') -  d f  E'{K -  l)C'(K -  l)...D'(p + l)C'{p + l)D'ip)Mp) (5-18)
p = 0dw^ i
Proceeding in the same fiishion for the weights in the hidden layer, to derive 
a recursive equation for k =  1, 2,
dlufj dio[)
dw[)
(5.19)
(5.20)
where 'Pi(A:) is defined as
o i r!^i{k) =  [0 ... 0 ip{vx{k))wli ... ip{v„,{k))w‘^ i] (5.21)
Using Equations 5.19 and 5.20:
dx(k)
dw[)
f  =  D'{k -  1) [C'{k -  1 ) ^ ^ ^  + ^i(k -  m zi(k  -  \))xi{k -  1)) (5.22)
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By induction, we obtain a closed-form expression similar to Equation 5.16:
clx(l’)
p=0
Using this equation:
dE
— ^ =  (x(A-)-d)' ·^ 2^ D ' ( K - l ) C ' { K - l ) . . . D ' { p + i ) C ' ( v  + y)D’(v)'idpW(rH(l>))xj(]>) (5.24)
^*•^'.7 p = 0
for i =  1,..., N and j  =  1, Similarly, for i =  1,..., N:
dE
7^  =  (x(A-)-d)' ·^ 2^ D'(K-\)C'{K-i)...D'(v-\rl)C'(p+\)D'{p) ,^(p) (^z,(p)) (5.25)
p = 0
Having Equations 5.17, 5.18, 5.24 and 5.25 to determine piirtial derivatives 
of the final error with respect to the weights of the neural network NNc,  we 
can apply Equation 5.4 to train NNc-
5.2 Application to the Path Generation Prob-
lem
We will use a path generator neural network similar to the one in Section 
4.2 with the block diagram given in Figure 3.5. The path generator is again 
desired to give the type of the next curve piece to be tracked, given the last 
position (:r,y) and the last direction 6 reached. This time, a 3-input-l-output 
2-la,yer neural network with structure given in Figure 2.2(a) will be used for 
path generation. The number of neurons in the hidden layer of the neural 
network \s N — 100.
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The neural network will be trained using the multi-stcige neiu'cil network 
approcich explained in the previous section. Our stopping criterion is occur­
rence of either reaching a point with x < 0 or proceeding for 50 steps. For 
a given (.'c, y, il)-triple in the training set, let the stopping criterion occur in 
the ATh step. The variables in our case are:
x(0) =
X
y
0
, n =  3, ?7г = 1, N =  100 (5.26)
C(.) gives the input-output relation of the path generator neural network:
O =  C{x) = if I <1  + Lol) + Y i^u',)xj
¿=1 \ .;=]
(5.27)
C  can be evaluated as:
C  = (5.28)
The output of the neural network NNc  will be discretized by using a 3- 
state hardlimiter of the form given in Figure 4.7 to give one of the three inputs 
— 1, 0 and 1. Effect of this discretization process is taken into account while 
evaluating C , and in this evaluation, the 3-state hardlimiter is approximated 
by the smooth function
- (^ o ( . 'r -0 .3 )  -f vPi7(.r +  0.3))
where — tanh(^.r) with Xo — 100 is a sharp sigmoid, which is
emulating a bipolar hardlimiter.
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Next, we should find a smooth function D{.) to implement the dynamics 
giving the next position and direction of the snake’s head, given the current 
values, and the output of the path generator, which indicates the type of the 
curve piece to be tracked. Hence, for x = [a· y 6^,  D{.) should satisfy:
Figure 5.3: D{.) for the path generation problem.
where
D
X
\
0 /
D
X
-1
D
X
\
1 /
X +  cos 0 
y +  sin 0
e
X +  Rraini^mO -  sm{0 -  0inc)) 
y "b 0 inc  ^ cos 0^
{0 0inc)2v
X +  Rm in{sin{0 + 0inc) -  sin 0) 
y “b Rmini^^  ^  ^ COs(0 d~
(0 -l· 0inc)2v
(5.29)
(5.30)
(5.31)
0inc =  2 arcsin
1
9 R
(5.32)
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A smooth candidcite for D{. )  satisfying these conditions is:
D
“
X
о
X  +  Rminoisinie + oOinc) -  sirit^ ) +  cos(o|) cosO 
у +  RminO(cOS 0 — COs{0 + об^шс)) + C O s ( o |)  s i l l  0 
(0 -l· O0inc)2K
(5.33)
To imjDlement (.)27t, NNmod pictured in Figure 3.11(b) is used. For smooth­
ness, instecid of the hardlimiter of this neural network, the sharp sigmoid 
defined above will be used in the emulator. So for the smooth emulator:
D
\X
о /
:i'· +  R m in O is m {0  + O0inc) -  sin 61) +  cos(o|) COS0 
у  +  Rm inO{cOS 0  -  c o s ( 0  +  O0inc)) +  COs(of) sill 0  
0  +  O0inc -  7Г -  7ripD i0 +  O0inc ~  2 7 t )
(5.34)
and D' is derived as:
D' =
1 0 -  C ff) -  + t n cC ()+  о в   ^ ^ ) ~
0 0
Г
i.
1 -  7rv>o(^  + '^ Oinc - 2тг) Ojnc - - 2тг)
(5.35)
where Сф denotes cos ф and Зф denotes sin ф.
5.3 Results
for the selection of the training sets, different methods can be used. One 
method is to choose the training set randomly in a small cirea near the origin 
at first, and then to enlarge the domain cis training of the neural network 
progresses.
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As another method, for a. fixed number n of steps, an initial triple in the 
training set can be determined by moving n steps back from the desired hricil 
state randomly. For each step there are three choices to move back, one for 
each of the three piece types defined. Similar to the first method, the number 
n can be increased as the training progresses.
To have successful results using these methods, learning constant ?/ should 
be adjusted during the training process carefully ciccording to the possible 
number of steps to be taken for a triple in the training set. This is because of 
the accumulation of the multipliccitive terms in Equations 5.17, 5.18, 5.24 and 
5.25.
Using a fixed learning constcint, we obtciined the best results by choosing 
the training triples in the set 0 < .c < 4, —2 < ?/ < 2, ^   ^ We have
composed a training set by 200 such triples. The neural network is trained for 
5000 e23oches. The average error during the training process is plotted in 5.4.
1 1-5
<D
2 (D >CO
0.5 _l___________ I___________ I___________ I___________ I___________ I___________ I___________ L
10 20 30 40 50 60
number of epoches (k)
70 80 90 100
Figure 5.4: Average error during the training process.
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Figure 5.5: Outputs for the neural network weights of epoches (a) 100, 
(b) 1000 and (c) 5000 for the initial triples (i) x — 12, y = 5, 0 =  30°, (ii) 
X = 6, y =  0, 6 = 0°, (iii) X =  5, y = 0, 6 =  180°, (iv) x = 1, y = 1, 9 =  30°, 
(v) x = A, y = -2 ,  9 =  90°.
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As in Chapter 4, we have checked the path generation performance of the 
neural network for the weights of epoches 100, 1000, 5000, using the code 
patlinnm.cpp. The outputs obtained using these weights in the neural network 
for the same five sample initial triples are ¡pictured in Figure 5.5. As can be 
seen on the results after epoch 5000, the neural network has a quite good 
generalization in the entire domain of interest. So the performance of the 
neural network is good enough for training with a fi.xed learning constant. 
This performance can be improved, by using the first two methods described 
above with adaptive selection of the learning constant.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION
In this work, we have built up a neural network, which is composed of only 
weights, adders and simple activation units and which contains no software, 
to control a highly nonlinear task, motion ¡planning of a mechanical snake 
composed of eight links. This neural network is constructed by cascading two 
separate neural networks, one for path generation cind the other for tracking 
the generated pcith.
Three different approaches are used to construct these neural networks. To 
construct the neural network for tracking the genercited path, a simple algo­
rithm is developed to implement the tracking tcisk efficiently, after fixing the 
form of the ¡^aths to be generated. Later, structure of the neural network is de­
termined and the weights in this structure iire evaluated directly to imj^lement 
the developed algorithm.
Construction of the neural network for path generation is approached in 
two different ways. In the first approach, an efficient algorithm to find mini­
mal smooth paths with fixed maximum curvature lying in the right half plane, 
beginning at an arbitrary point with an arbitrary tangent direction and ending 
at the origin with a specified tangent direction is developed. Each minimal 
path is approximated by a sequence of three fixed types of smooth curve pieces
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with smooth connections. A .3-Iayer neural network is trchned using Back Prop­
agation with Momentum to give the type of the next piece to be tracked in 
such a sequence for a given point and direction.
The average error in giving the type of the piece to be triicked decreases as 
the training process advances, but we have obtained the best performance in 
path generation for sample initial points by using the weights of epoch 9000, 
although the neural network is trained for 45000 epoches. This is because the 
approximation to discretize the minimal path (so that it can be tracked by the 
mechanical snake) is not robust. Unexpected subpaths can be seen especially 
for the points close to the boundciry of regions i?_i and Ri, which are defined in 
CJhapter 4. However, the complete neural network having the weights obtained 
after epoch 9000 for the path generator part gives acceptable results, which 
are very close to the desired outputs in general.
In the second approach to the construction of the path generator, multi­
stage neural networks are used. We have first formulated the intuitive approach 
of Nguyen and Widrow to use Back Propagation in multi-stage neural networks 
[6, 7], and then used this formulation to train a 2-layer neural network in a 
small area close to the origin using a fixed learning constant. We have obtained 
a quite good generalization in the entire domain of interest. In spite of some 
¡problematic cases, the results of the second approach are also acceptable in 
general.
We have proposed two different methods to improve the results in the sec­
ond approach: Enlarging the domain of the training set elements as the training 
process progresses, and determining the elements of the training set by moving 
n random steps back from the desired final state, where n is increased as train­
ing advances. Because of the accumulation of the multiplicative terms in the 
equations of Back Propagation for multi-stage neural networks, fixing a suit­
able learning constant to apply Back Propagation is not feasible for these two 
methods. A topic of further research is the development of the application of 
the multi-stage neural network approach using an adaptive learning constant.
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APPENDIX A
Back Propagation with 
Momentum
The weight-update equation of Back Propagation with Moinenturn for Step n 
of a training process in general is given by
Au)(n) — — 7/' - ^  ^ -(- aAw(n — 1)
Otv
(A.l]
where rj > 0 and 0 < «  < 1 are constants, cuid AiufO) = 0. In this appendix, 
the explicit form of this equation for 2-Iayer and 3-layer neural networks will 
be derived.
A .l 2-Layer Neural Networks
For the 2-layer neural network given in Figure 2.2(a), the error to be back 
propagated is
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E =  ^ i i r f - o T  =  j E w - » . ) " (A.2)
1=1
can be computed as follows:
dE{n)
dEjn)
dwli
dE{n)
dia'i)
dE(n)
dicl
=  -  Oi{n))if{vi{n))yj{n) for i = j  =
=  -idi(n.) -  Oi(n))(pivi{n)) for ¿ =  1, 2,..., ???.
_  ^  dE{n) dvidxji dzj
dvi dyi dzi dwfj
m
=  -  Y^{di{xi) -  o/(n))(p(u/(?г))гyf¿(?г)(^(2:d?г))з;,■(7г)
l-i
for i -  1, 2, ...,7V; j  =  1, 2, ...,Ai
711
= -  Y,i(h(n) -  o/(n))<p(u/(??,))u;|;(??.)v?( ,^:(??,)) for z =  1,2,..., TV
/=1
Using these equations, we obtain the explicit weight-update equations as 
follows:
Sf{n) = (di(n) -  Oi(n))(f(vi(72)) for i =  1,2,..., m (A.3)
A < ( n ) = T/6J(?2)xjj(?7.) + aAio-j(?i -  1)
for z = 1,2, ...,m ; j  =  1,2, ...,7V (A.4)
Aui(n) = x^ di’ (n) +  aAtvli(n — 1) for i =  1, 2,..., ?7z (A.5)
<;■(»)
711
=  foi· Z = 1,2,..., TV
l=l
=  yS'l{n)xj(n) +  aAvj'ljin -  1)
(A .6)
Ato';(n)
for z =  1, 2, . . . ,7V; j  -  1, 2, ...,A; (A.7)
Awfj(n) = yS'lixi) + aAwtiixi -  1) for z =  1, 2,..., (A.8)
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A .2 3-Layer Neural Networks
The error to be back propagated is of the same form as that for the 2-layer 
neural network. The partial derivatives of this error with respect to the weights 
of the neural network in Figure 2.2(b) are as follows;
dE{n)
dE(n)
dwli
dE{n)
duiff'
dE{n)
dwlf
dE(n)
= -{di(n) -  Oiin))(f(vi{n))y2jin) for i =  1,2, ...,??г; j =  1,2,..., A^2
-  -(di(n) -  Oiin))cp{viin)) for i =  1,2,... ,  m
"  dE(n) dv, dv2i dz2i
dvi dy2i dz2i dwff
rn
=  -  Y^iMn) -  0/(n))(p(u,(?г))u;,^·(7г)v?(г2¿(?г))?/ı,,·(?г)
l=i
for i =  1,2, ...,A 2^ ; i  =  1,2, ...,A i^
m
=  -  Y{di{n) -  oi(n))>^ {vi{n))iol-{n)y:>{z2i{n)) for i =  1,2,..., N2
1=1
= E
dE{n) ^  dvp dy2g dz2„ dyu dzu \ 
i t  I <¿1 dz2g dyii dzu dio’lj j
dE{n)
droll
m /  N2  ^^
P = 1  \  9=1 /
for i -  1, 2, ...,A^i; j  =  1, 2, ...,A:
7/1 /  N2
-  E -  Op{n))ip{Vp{n))Ywl^{n)l?{Z2q{n))%vll{n)^{Zu{n))
p - \  \  9 = 1
for i - 1, 2,..., A^ i
Using these equations, we obtain the explicit weight-update equations as 
follows;
^ro°^{n)
{di{n) -  Oi{n))(p{vi{n)) for ¿ = 1, 2,..., m
¥i{n)y2j{n) -I- aAroljin -  1)
(A.9)
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Am'-Hn)
Aio^f(n)
¿ r ( n )
Atüf/(n)
(?7)
for ?: =  1,2,...,777; i  =  1,2,...,A^2 
rjS^ (7i) +  cvAгü¿¿(?7 -  1) for i =  1 ,2 ,...,?77
?n
= ^ı'(^)K0^)^(-2i(n)) ibr 'i =  1, 2,..., İV2
l=i
=  7/bf2(n);(/ı,■ (77) + aAıo[f (??- -  1) 
for i — 1,2, ...,A^2; i  =  1,2, ...,7Vı
=  r]Si‘^ (n) + aAiü'ı'fin -  1) for i -  1, 2, ...,N-2
N2
=  for 7 = 1,2, ...,M
;=ı
=  7]8’'^{7i)xj{n) + aAıu'ljin -  1) 
for 7 =  1, 2,..., N1] j  — 1, 2,..., k 
=  7]Si (^7i) +  aAıu'ı!;l(7i -  1) ÎOY i =  l , 2 , . . . , N ı
(A.IO)
(A .ll)
(A.12)
(A.13)
(A.14)
(A.15)
(A.16)
(A.17)
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APPENDIX B
Proofs of the Facts on Tracking 
the Generated Path
B .l Proof of Fact 3.1
In Figure B.l:
.sin /1 =
21L·
arcsin - (B.l)
and
7 + 2^ 180° (B.2)
Since K-\L and LM-i are type —1, KqL and LMq are type 0, and K\L 
and LMi are type 1 curve pieces, where the direction for a curve piece AB 
is taken to be from A to B] the couple (Pi, Pi+i) coincides with the couple 
{ M ^ ,  L I ^ , ) .  So <!> i is given by the directional angle from Mp^L to LKp^ _^ .^ 
So we can obtain the following table from the figure using liquations B.l and
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Figure B .l: Fact 3.1.
B.2:
Pi -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 1 1 1
Pi-P\ -1 0 1 -1 0 1 -1 0 1
<t>i 215 !5 0 0 0 - w
If we summarize this table in closed form, we get the result we are looking
for:
<!>i = (B.3)
□
B.2 Proof of Fact 3.2
Using Fact 3.1, we get:
=  - / 9 ( a  +  P H i)
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(B.4)
<t>k+i. — —ß {P k + l +  -Pfc+2) 
4'kJr2 =  —ß{P k+2  +  Pk+:\]
(B.5)
(B.6)
. 'V __________.
In Figure B.2:
L = 2 cos ZIM' (B.7)
and
7 =  arccos L - 1 arccos cos»(¥)-C (B.8)
Using Equation B.5;
7 =  circcos cos Z № ± L + ^ j  _  1' (BJ)
So, defining aj as
'ß]\  1'aj =  arccos I cos . . (B.IO)
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we get
7 = «|P^ -+i+P^+2l (B .ll)
There are two candidates for the configuration of the sequence Segment 
i +  1, Segment i +  2, Segment i +  3 as pictured in Figure B.2. For Candidate 
( 1) :
^¿+1 = ^i+ 2  = 7 = «|P;c+i+Pfc+2 (BT2)
Oi =  <l>k +  ^Vk+iVkVk+ 2  — 7
/ I A^:+l= (l>k-\----7 (BT3)
Using Equations B.4 and B.5, we get:
Oi =  -  lH P k + ^ P k + 1  +  7^Pk+2) -  «|Pi.+i+Pfc+2l (B.14)
Similarly:
Oi+ 3  — <^fc+2 + ^^ 4+i14+2^ 4 ~ 7
1 I ’^k+l
=  (pk+ 2  H— 7 
=  +  2^k+2 + Pk+3) <^ '|Pfc+l+Pfc+2 (B .lo)
We can proceed in the same fashion tor Candidate (2):
¿^+1 — i^+2 
Oi
- 7  =  -«|P*+i+P;.+2l 
(j)k +  ¿Vk+iVkVk+ 2  + 7
(B.16)
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г^Ч-3 —
=  - / i ( P f c  + - Α · + ι  +  +  Ö | P f c + l + n + 2 İ
Фк+2 + ί -ѴкЛлУк+'іѴк -t- 7
= -ß{\Pk+-i +  l^ fc+2 +  -Pfc+ з) +  «|PA-+1+Pfc+2İ
(B.17)
(B.18)
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APPENDIX C
Determination of K m a x
To determine a speciiic value for the maximum curvature, (minimum
radius of curvature, Rmin)·, we will use the following constraints:
1. The interior joint angles are bounded by 63°: |tl,j <  63° for
i =  2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
2. |./,:Ji+3| > 2.8 for any sequence ./¿+2i '^ ¿+3 of joints cill of which
are on the path to be tracked.
3. |./^ /¿+з| < 2.2 for any sequence J,;, Ji+i, Ji+2· J(+3 of joints in which 
Ji i^ and ,/¿4-2 are not on the path to be tracked.
To analyze the effect of the second constraint, let us consider the possible 
case pictured in Figure C .l, in which J,·, Ji+i, Ji+2·, ¿^+3 are on a circular arc 
of radius Rmin· To satisfy the constraint:
\JiJi+-A > 2.8 
\Jd<\ =  IM + 3I > 0.9 
a < arccos(0.9)
(C.l)
(C.2)
(C.3)
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Figure (J.i: Ji+i, -/¿+2, Ji+z on a circular arc of radius Rmin-
1; arcsin
2R^
mm ^
< arccos(0.9) 
0.5
sin (0.5 arccos(0.9)) 
Rmin >  2.236 < 0.447)
(C.4)
(C.5)
(C.6)
So, we have found a lower boundary for Rmin· If we Ccin show that 
Rmin =  2.236, the minimum possible value of Rmin·, satisfies the second 
constraint for all other possible cases and that it does not violate the other 
two constraints as well, Rmin will be determined as this specific value. For
Rmm -  2.236:
To complete the analysis of the second constraint:
Ii+3
Figure C.2: Computation of \JiJiyj\
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\JiJг+3^  = (1 +  cos ¿^ ¿+1 +  COs(i^ ,-+i +  ^,+2))  ^+  (sin^t+1 +  sin(^j+i +  0i^2))^  
= 1 +  COS^  0i+\ +  COS^ (i^ ,'-|-i +  ¿^+2)
+  2 (cos 0i^\ +  cos(0i.|.i +  ^t+2) +  cos Oi-^ l COs(6^ i+i +  0i^2))
+  sin  ^Oi^ i +  Sİn^ ((?¿ц.ı +  Oi+2) +  2 sin ¿^+1 sin(i^ (.|.i +  ^^ ¿+2)
= 3 + 2 (cos0j.|.i + cos<?,:+2 + cos(i^ ,+i + ^^¿+2 )) (^ -'•7)
Because of CorolUiry 3.1,
-2/3 < ei+г, 0,+r <  2/3 (C.8)
where
/3 =  arcsin
2R„
= 12.92 V (C.9)
in our case. So absolute viilues of 0i+i, ¿^+2 and Oi.^ .i +  ¿^+2 axe bounded by 
51.92°, which is smaller than 90°. So using Equation C.7:
\JiJi+3\'^ > 3  +  2 (cos(2^) + cos(2/3) +  cos(4^)) (C.IO)
Noting that the summation on the right gives |.7,./i+3|'^  for the case in which 
./¿+1, Ji+2i are on a circular arc of radius Rmin·, Ihat is this summation 
is equal to 2.8^, we get
> 2.8 (C. l l )
for every possible sequence Jj+i, Ji+2, -/¿+3· 5^0 the second constraint is 
satisfied.
To analyze the first constraint:
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For j  - 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, Jj can be eiUier a joint connecting two segments
which lie on two successive pieces of 7-piece-representation of the snake or one 
of the joints Ji, Ji+i, Ji+2i Ji+3 of the case of Fact 3.2.
For the first case, because of Corollary 3.1:
|0,1 < 2ß =  25.84° < 63° (C .12)
For the second case, if Jj corresponds to Jj+i or Ji+2, because of Fact 3.2:
\6j\ <  max(ao, o i, 02) (C.13)
If Jj corresponds to Ji or Ji+,3, since 0j is an interior angle, the choice 
among the candidates given in Fact 3.2 will be so that the sign in front of the 
Q'-term is opposite to the sign of the rest of the expression for that angle. So 
the inequality given in C.13 is valid for this situation as well.
Flaving
«0 =  arccos (cos(0°) — 0.5) =  60°
«1 =  arccos (cos(/S/2) — 0.5) =  60.42° 
0:2 =  arccos (cos(/3) — 0.5) =  61.66°
(C.14)
(C.15)
(C.16)
we get
1^ ,1 < 61.66° < 63° (0.17)
for the second case. Thus the first constraint is also satisfied for all possible 
cases.
The third constraint will be eventually satisfied, since Ji and /¿+3 are always 
at the ends of two consecutive pieces of the 7-piece-representation in our design, 
and the distance |JtJi+3| can be at most 2.
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Since all of the three constraints are satisfied we can fix our parameters as:
Rjnin -  2.236 and K a^x =  0.447 (C.18)
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APPENDIX D
C++ Codes
This appendix includes the C++ codes used to implement the training algo­
rithms in the thesis, to show the generated i^aths and to simulate motion of 
the mechanical snake. The codes are given on the attached disk. Descriptions 
of these codes are as follows:
basicnn.h In this header file, basic constants used in the neural networks 
are defined. Bipolar, unipolar and .3-sta.te hardlirniters are implemented. 
Implementation of the first hardlimiter is done by directly defining its 
function, and the other two hardlimiters are implemented as simple neural 
networks with bipolar hardlimiters as activators.
constants.h General mathematical constants and a structure for points in 
which cire used in the other codes, are defined in this header file.
curvat.h This header file is composed of functions generating random num­
bers, random number sequences and paths with a given maximum cur­
vature.
niake_^/e This make file compiles file.cpp and produces the executable file file.
nn3layer.cpp This file is written to realize the training process in Chapter 4 
using the training set generated by nnStrset.cpp.
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nn3layer.il This header file defines a class to represent 3-layer neural net­
works. Functions to train 3-layer neural networks, to show the parame­
ters of these networks and to run them are included in this class.
nnStrset.cpp This code produces the training set for the training process in 
Chapter 4.
nnmult.cpp This file is written to realize the training process in Chapter 5 
using the training set generated by nnmultr.cpp.
nnmult.h This header file defines a class to represent 2-layer neural networks. 
Functions to train 2-layer neural networks using multi-stage neural net­
work approach, to show the parameters of these networks and to run 
them are included in this class.
nnmultr.cpp This code produces the training set for the training process in 
Chapter .5.
path.cpp This program is written to show the outputs of Algorithm 4.1 on 
the screen. Inputs x, y and theta (in degrees) required by the program 
determine the initial position and direction. CP [f] on the output screen 
gives the value of CPi in Algorithm 4.1.
path.h This hecider file includes the C'^ '^  code of Algorithm 4.1.
pathdy.h Functions to show the paths generated by N Npath of Chapter 4 are 
collected in this header file.
pathdym.h Functions to show the paths generated by N Npath of Chapter 5 
are collected in this header file.
pathnn.cpp This program is written to show the paths generated by N Npath 
of Chapter 4 on the screen. Paths are drawn as sequences of line segments 
which are either curve pieces of type 0 themselves or chords of the pieces 
of type —1 or 1. Inputs x, y and theta (in degrees) recpiired by the 
program determine the initial position and direction.
pathnn.h This header file implements NNpath of Chapter 4 and its compo­
nents.
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pathnii-d.cpp This program shows the desired paths obtained using the orig­
inal forms of R -i, Ro and /?i,which are defined in Chapter 4. Paths are 
drawn as sequences of line segments which are either curve pieces of type 
0 themselves or chords of the pieces of type —1 or 1. Inputs x, y and 
theta (in degrees) required by the program determine the initial position 
and direction.
pathnn_d.h Functions to construct and to show the paths of program 
■pathnn.-d.cpp are collected in this header file.
pathnnm.cpp This program is written to show the paths generated by 
N Npath of Chapter 5 on the screen. Paths are drawn as sequences of line 
segments which are either curve pieces of type 0 themselves or chords of 
the pieces of type —1 or 1. inputs x, y and theta  (in degrees) required 
by the program determine the initial position and direction.
pathnnm.h This header file implements NNpath of Chapter 5.
tetanng.cpp This program shows the outputs of NNpath of Chapter 4 for the 
points in the domain of interest on a collection of constant-i^-planes. The 
output is —1 for red points, 0 for green points and 1 for blue i^oints.
tetaplg.cpp This program shows the desired outputs used in Chapter 4 for 
the points in the domain of interest on a collection of constant-^-planes. 
The output is —1 for red points, 0 for green points and 1 for blue points.
track.h Functions to control the tracking process of program tracknn-d.cpp 
are collected in this header file.
trackdy.h Functions which initialize the configuration of the snake by N Ntrack 
and which realize the adjustment of the initial configuration using the 
neural networks NNadji and NNadj'z are collected in this header file.
trackiiii.cpp This program is written to show the processes controlled by the 
complete controller which has the path generator obtained in Chapter 4 
on the screen. Weights of N No are stored in wpath.dat. Inputs x, y and 
theta (in degrees) required by the program determine the initial position 
and direction. User of the program can see the generated path, the track­
ing process, the path and the tracking process together, or adjustment of
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the mechanical snake’s initial configuration by selecting the related item 
on the menu. Generated pciths are drawn as sequences of line segments 
which are either curve pieces of type 0 themselves or chords of the pieces 
of type —1 or 1.
tracknn.il This header file implements the neural networks NNadji and
NNadj2.
tracknii-d.cpp This program shows the desired outputs of the complete con­
troller using the original forms of /?_i, Rq and /?i,which are defined in 
Chapter 4. Inputs x, y and theta (in degrees) required by the program 
determine the initial position and direction. User of the program can see 
the generated path, the tracking process, or the path and the tracking 
process together, by selecting the related item on the menu. Generated 
paths are drawn as sequences of line segments which are either curve 
pieces of type 0 themselves or chords of the pieces of type —1 or 1.
tracknnm.cpp This program is written to show the processes controlled by 
the complete controller which has the path generator obtained in Chap­
ter .5 on the screen. Weights of NNpath are stored in wpathm.dat. Inputs 
X, y  and t h e t a  (in degrees) required by the program determine the ini­
tial position and direction. User of the program can see the generated 
path, the tracking process, the path and the tracking process together, 
or adjustment of the mechanical snake’s initial configuration by selecting 
the related item on the menu. Generated jiaths are drawn as sequences 
of line segments which are either curve pieces of type 0 themselves or 
chords of the pieces of type —1 or 1.
wSlayer This directory includes the weights we have obtciined for different 
epoches during the training with multi stage neural network approach. 
F’iles wSLlOO.dat, w3L500.dat, w3Ln-.dat include the weights obtained 
after epoches 100, 500 and n thousand respectively.
wmult This directory includes the weights we have obtained for differ­
ent epoches during the training with minimal path approach. Files 
wm.lOO.dat  ^ wm-500.dat, wm.n..dat include the weights obtained after 
epoches 100, 500 and n thousand respectively.
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wpath.dat This data file includes the weights of NNq for pathnn.cpp and 
tracknn.cpp.
wpathm.dat This data file includes the weights of N Npath for pathnnm..cpp 
and tracknnrn.cpp.
xvinit.h This header file is used to include the header files necessary for XView 
programming and to define color constants used in the programs based 
on XView programming.
yilan.cpp This program demonstrates the basic linear and circular motion 
patterns of the 8-link mechanical snake. Type of the motion can be 
selected by using the menu.
yilaii.h This header file defines a class to represent the 8-link mechanical 
snake. Functions to implement motion and sensing of the mechanical 
snake and to show the configuration of the snake are included in this 
class.
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